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Brief description of collection:

The College of Quantitative Studies Records is a compilation of documents pertaining to The College of Quantitative Studies at Wesleyan University, abbreviated CQS, specifically related to evaluations and opinions of the CQS program, records of its students, budgets, and projects including files on:

- Raymond Engineering project
- Selected Revenues of Connecticut project
- Valley Oil company project
- HELCO project
- Drivers Licensing in Connecticut project
- Naugatuck Chemical project
- Demand Forecasting System Using Exponential Soothing project
- Red Wing Oil Company study
- Parole Selection project
- Town-Gown project
- Schiebe’s Program Analysis project
- Hartford Seminary Foundation project
- Demography project
- Wesleyan Conference on Problems of the Lower Class Negro Family project
- Drop-Out study
- College Plan implemented under President Butterfield
- Annual and requested reports on the CQS
- Clippings from Wesleyan University News and Wesleyan Argus and outside newspapers
- An application for support from the National Science Foundation for the CQS
- Records of summer CQS programs including lists of students involved, schedules, budgets, memorandum and reports
- CQS membership lists
- Records/schedules of and procedures for CQS
- External examinations and the results of those examinations
- Recommendations for CQS students to receive B.A. degrees and various honors
- Records of final grades
- Miscellaneous in-course evaluations of students
- Lists of CQS graduates and withdrawals
• CQS Opinion Survey letters from graduates, participants, and faculty
• Reports to the faculty on the evaluation of the CQS
• Intercollegiate correspondence
• Memoranda pertaining to the CQS library
• Expenditure reports, expense summaries and voucher
• Various reports on and summaries of CQS projects
• Drafts of reports; reviews and notes on reports of CQS projects
• Notebooks, folders, and lose-leaf papers containing project data; project proposals; records of stipends; bill and receipts related to projects
• Published series of reports related to Naugatuck Chemical project by the US Department of Agriculture
• Published articles related to CQS projects
• Red Wing Oil sales materials and heating oil agreement
• Rules and Regulations of the Board of Parole handbook
• Official Connecticut parole forms for issuing parole and filling monthly reports
• A map of Connecticut
• Correspondence notably between the CQS and the National Science Foundation, between the CQS headquarters and Physical Plant, between Wesleyan and other organizations pertaining to projects, and between the CQS and volunteer examiners.
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